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Historians and Archaeologists
PROPOSALS FOR CONNECTING IN A COMMON PAST

Mark E. Harlan

H

istorians and archaeologists share a wealth of common interests since
both professions focus on understanding the past. At least this might
be the view of an observer from outside the academic world who has a strong
interest in its workings. I Practitioners of both professions are passionately
interested in earlier times. Each specializes in the subset of past events that
concern humanity, its origins, and the development of its societies. Some
historians doubt the possibility of connecting the past and present in a meaningful way; others reconstruct past events with the expectation that they will
provide an empirical basis for evaluating theoretical statements meant to
apply across time and space. Most archaeologists share the goals of historians and applaud these reconstructions.
Archaeologists are generally viewed as experts on events that occurred
prior to written documents. Historian~ are seen as scholars who address recorded events. I use the term historian in its broadest sense to mean all
those who write factually about the past on the basis of documentary research. 2 The term archaeologist is used more restrictively: those who were
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trained as prehistorians in departments of anthropology but chose to address time periods in which historical documentation is available and possibly abundant. This definition includes, for instance, archaeologists who
wish to understand colonial contact in the New World.
Archaeologists, especially those in the subdiscipline of historical archaeology, incorporate historical documents and the results of historical studies
directly into their interpretations of specific archaeological findings. They
indirectly integrate data from both documentary sources and the archaeological record into broader synthetic works. Yet, it is difficult to find "pure
historians," that is, scholars who have been trained in academic departments
of history and have devoted their careers to the study of documents but
choose to fully incorporate archaeological findings into their historical accounts. If used at all by such scholars, archaeology is generally employed to
give a brief prelude to an account that otherwise relies on documentary
sources. Notable exceptions are medievalists and Egyptologists who have
largely resolved the tensions between documentary and archaeological evidence. This essay is not written to promote the misguided belief that archaeologists and historians fail to cross each others' professional boundaries
or that such efforts yield unsuccessful results. Rather, I urge both disciplines
to recognize their common interests and to initiate more effective communication so that such cross-fertilization can become more commonplace.
I have long believed that communication between archaeologists and
historians should be frequent, close, and fruitful. In this essay, I will discuss
the cultural barriers that divide the disciplines and impede cooperation,
while demonstrating that the barriers are not fundamental and should not
bar observations and concepts from being shared. I also offer some suggestions for improving the quality and frequency of interchange to cultivate a
better understanding of the professions' collective research objectives and
to help advance their knowledge of past events. To that end, I will discuss
several examples of successful cross-fertilization and propose further efforts
to unravel the past.

ACommon Enterprise
The past in its broadest sense is the focus of historians but is also addressed
by archaeologists, paleontologists, geologists, cosmologists, and others. Only
archaeologists and historians are discussed here.) When combined their two
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disciplines form a manageable, coherent topic, for they are concerned with
human development, and treat other systems, such as the cosmos and nonhuman life, as context to human societies. Biological anthropologists and
paleontologists need not be discussed here, as they are primarily concerned
with the origins of our species. Archaeologists and historians both address
the development of human society, although they differ on what society is,
and some historians and archaeologists only study individual human beings, not their social groupings. 4
Limiting the consideration of archaeologists and historians to those who
believe they are addressing human society rather than individuals, a
diachronic approach to understanding the range of humankind's varied organizational structures further contrasts historians and archaeologists from
other social scientists who have similar interests but approach them on a
single time horizon. 5 Archaeologists and historians who ply their craft in
support of biblical studies or other special-purpose pursuits are also omitted
given that their focus is not on the workings of society.
Even thus narrowly specified, historians and archaeologists begin to diverge. Most historians perceive humankind as sharing a single set of needs,
aspirations, and organizational forms that stretch through time. The exceptions are ancient historians, medievalists, and historians of the Annales school
who are more inclined to recognize a range offundamental differences that
arise through time and are distributed over space. Still, the majority of historians see humanity as a unified whole and search the past for connections
to the societies in which they themselves live and study, although the connections may be deeply buried and only apparent in their literary styles. 6
Also, the tendency to use written documents as a primary or sole data source
further limits the range of past societies historians address. Only that rather
small subset of societies anthropologists would label as "complex" or "civilized" have left documents to examine. 7 Most archaeologists, on the other
hand, share with their colleagues in sociocultural anthropology a pluralist
view of human society and explicitly reject the idea that a lack of written
documents should preclude the study of any given human group.8
In contrast to other social scientists and humanists, historians and archaeologists are unified through their clear understanding of human diversity in the past and of the narrowing of those differences over time. 9
Even with that commonality, historian Eric Hobsbawm does not believe
that scholars outside his profession can make any serious contribution to
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understanding extinct societies because this is "difficult and specialized
work."10 Another historian, Ludmilla Jordanova, would not even define historiography as the study of the past because other fields clearly also perform
this work, and historiography commands a unique domain,u
Whatever the commonalities of historians and archaeologists in the abstract, a rift clearly divides them in practiceY As an admittedly biased observer, I argue that the divide appears deepest on the side of the historians.
A broad reading in both fields reveals many archaeologists who extensively
employ the work of historians in their own studies, while examples of historians who incorporate archaeology are far less easily found. In all cases,
whether the scholar is an archaeologist or a historian, the uses of information or data derived from the other discipline's work are spotty and incomplete. Historians integrate archaeological data to patch holes in the tapestry
they have woven from historical sources, and archaeologists use the findings of historians to decorate their interpretations of archaeological finds,
but it is rare to find in either discipline a scholar who attempts to weave
whole cloth from warp and weft provided by these complementary data
sources. This essay expresses great hope that practitioners in both fields can
achieve the task. The differences between the historical and archaeological
professions are not fundamental to the bases of inquiry but rather are culturally derived and conditioned by the way that their members are
enculturated into their professionally defined phratries.
Ethnographies of Historians and Archaeologists

Before the article proceeds to ethnographic descriptions, it is useful to consider some differences in the sources of information. A reasonably broad
reading of method and theory in archaeology and of works on comparable
topics in the historical profession reveals substantial dissimilarities. One
can readily find compendia and texts of archaeological method and theory
discussing the nitty-gritty, heavy on the gritty, of field technique and data
interpretationY Archaeologists expend a great deal of effort defining what
they do and how they should execute it. Comparable general works in historiography tend toward philosophy or the admiration of works by "great"
historians. 14 For this reason and as discussed in more detail below, it is a bit
harder for the nonhistorian to determine just what constitutes the culture of
historians and ferret out how the discipline's neophytes are enculturated. 15
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Shared Traditions and Basic Contrasts
Despite the differences between historians and archaeologists, they share
intellectual roots that run deep in the wider culture. Both professions pursue a curiosity about human origins, which probably resulted from questioning the literal truth of Creation accounts and from the intellectual interest
that grew during the Renaissance and early modern periods. 16 The goal of
the original practitioners from both professions was simple erudition, largely
for erudition's sake, but also for aggrandizement of their own social groups
or those of their patrons. Many historians and archaeologists also share a
strong literary bent.!?
Their common origins notwithstanding, the disciplines have diverged
greatly since their formations, which took place at different times, and the
divide between them seems to continue increasing. The divergence of approaches has become so fundamental that the professions' key concept, time,
has deviated; historians take an essentially linear approach while archaeologists tend to see time as multidimensional and multilayered. IS Dealing with
long time spans over limited geographic expanses encourages archaeologists to observe change as glacial or even cyclical but almost never evenly
paced. 19 Time may appear to move more quickly, more linearly, when recounting critically important events spanning periods of a human lifetime
or even less. 20
In addition to addressing only "civilizations" that left written records, the
intensity of historians' interest also varies directly with the extent of available textual material for any given society. They generally place a complex
society that has left limited or undecipherable texts, like the Maya or the
Harrappans, in the scholarly realm of the classicists or anthropological archaeologists. Keeping with this emphasis on the written record, historians
are usually more concerned with the world of ideas. In contrast archaeologists traditionally concentrate more on human behavior and on the things
made and left behind than on people's thoughts disembodied and disassociated from their works. 21 Of course this focus on human thought is a matter
of degrees, and historians often concern themselves with behavior while
archaeologists strive to recover ideological information from the artifacts in
which it may be encoded. 22
Archaeologists tend to see themselves aligned philosophically with both
the social and the natural sciences, at least in terms of commitment to some
version of positivist science, whereas historians typically view themselves as
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allied only with the social sciences. A significant number of historians see
their craft as more humanistic than scientific. This approach mirrors the
tendency among historians to distinguish man apart from nature; many
anthropologists, especially archaeologists and biological anthropologists, see
man as a part of natureY Of course some tendencies countervail these general trends. The environmental history of the past twenty-five years accepts
the man-nature relationship in much the same way that archaeologists do,
and postprocessual archaeologists who have adopted a postmodern approach
to their discipline, separate humankind from nature more than their
processual peers do. 24
A humanistic philosophy both drives and derives from the preference of
many historians for idiographic explanations in contrast to the nomothetic
explanations favored by many archaeologists. 25 Historians' idiographic leanings are fully understandable as an outgrowth of their desire to comprehend
the intentions of actual historic-persons, as reflected in the documents those
persons have left behind, rather than focusing on the normative behavior of
past human groups often known only from their material remains. 26 Historians and archaeologists share common intellectual roots, while differing somewhat in their choice of subject matter. Sharper distinctions appear in the
way they go about their investigations, even when both professions employ
historical documents.

The Methodological Disconnect
Distinguished from interpretation and synthesis, methodology refers to the
manner in which scholars acquire data and perform preliminary analyses.
The basic approach for archaeologists to obtain field data favorably compares with historians' work to study archival sources. Both processes require
a patient and focused attention to detail and a continual openness to unexpected opportunities. Both approaches also involve a careful evaluation of a
wealth of data. For historians the evaluation consists of source criticism,
while archaeologists are attentive to archaeological "formation processes."27
The mechanical skills involved are completely different.
Historians and archaeologists also differ fundamentally in analytical approach. The majority of historians rely only on their brains to sift and order
information, using an efficient note-taking system. Economic historians,
demographic historians, and others concerned with quantitative data are
exceptions. Some historians also borrow conceptual models from sociology,
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anthropology, and psychology, a process that can draw them into other approaches to reduce and assimilate data. In contrast many archaeologists
depend on a range of mathematical models and statistical techniques and
are traditionally more inclined than historians to adopt technological solutions when faced with intransigent data. 2s Archaeologists' extensive use of
computer-assisted, quantitative analysis contrasts with historians' quasispiritual belief that they are querying a witness, albeit a dead one, imbued
with information, attitudes, and foibles that a critical reading of the documents will reveaF9 Archaeologists know that their witnesses are well beyond answering their queries, except indirectly, and so have tended to place
their faith in approaches derived from the biological and physical sciences,
even if their efforts have, at times, amounted to little more than categorizing and counting things. 3D
I think that this difference in approach has its historiographic roots in
historian Leopold van Ranke's belief that immersion in the documents creates historical facts in the mind of the careful scholar. This concept is a
main source of friction between archaeologists and historians. 31 Immersion
in the sources, an, essentially inductive approach to interpretation, strikes
some archaeologists as similar to the belief that a really big pile of data will
spontaneously generate true statements about the past if the investigator
wishes hard enough. 32 A further problem is created by the apparent belief of
some historians that immersion means first reading all prior work in the
topical area and then examining each textual source with equal intensity.
This practice relates to the quest for a direct connection with past actors and
events, using immersion as the conductor.
Another outgrowth of the cult of immersion is the historian's aversion to
relying on translations. If scholars seek a palpable union with the past through
the medium of written documents, it makes perfect sense that they must at
least connect with the original words of the author, if not the actual original
object that the author produced. This line of thinking also leads historians
to view reliance on secondary sources with a good deal of ambivalence. 33 In
the course of doing history, secondary sources may be consulted for the
broad context but a serious historian's peers will judge a monograph's originality by the quality and depth of its analysis of primary sources. This view
holds that valuable and new work will not proceed from rearranging or reinterpreting basic information provided by others. To an outsider, it looks as if
historians believe that the level of interpretation present in secondary sources
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somehow taints the quality of the primary information imparted and that a
competent researcher could not separate reportage from commentaryH
Archaeologists who utilize documents have a tendency to violate most, if
not all, of the historian's culturally based precepts. At the very beginning of
an inquiry, they are quite willing to use translations when the research in
question requires no internal source criticism. 55 Historians approach historical documents to generate statements about the past as if they are engaged in code breaking, and they appear to believe that codes must be
deciphered anew by each researcher who approaches an archive. 36 Archaeologists who rely on the work of historians believe that all who read the
decoded script can use the information. Strange communities in the human past can be feasibly navigated by using existing secondary sources as
interpreters and guides. 57 This view places archaeologists in opposition to
the historians' implicit assumption that any scholar who employs documents
to generate statements about the past without accessing and perhaps caressing the original to perform source criticism is not "doing history." In part
this attitude directly relates to the historians' belief that written documents
are the only true source of information about the past and that a "direct"
connection to past actors is necessary. If this concept was actual, all useful
written history could only begin with thorough source criticism.
There seems to be no basis for questioning source criticism as an absolute essential. Any account of the past based upon an uncritical use of documentary sources would be deeply flawed and potentially useless. However,
conceding that fact does not make the critical analysis of sources the quintessence of investigation into the past, especially if the critique is mainly
internal criticism.
Internal criticism requires an evaluation of the document based on its
own merits and on the evidence that it alone presents. This particular method
is the beginning point for all source criticism and an indispensable task that
establishes the correspondence between statements in a source and historical facts. Historians are clearly best qualified for this work, but I believe that
it can be performed by anyone willing to acquire the language skills, remain attentive to detail, and diligently take their time. Assertions that only
historians can effectively perform source criticism are likely a holdover from
the tradition of erudition that pervades the profession. If competent scholars, whether historians or not, have translated and criticized a document,
all others should be able to adopt their results.
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Identifying what constitutes effective external criticism is a more openended question than internal criticism. External criticism appears to consist mainly of comparing the initial document with other sources that cover
the same information. Given the potentially daunting nature of this task, it
is no surprise that historians seldom go beyond the available texts when
performing external criticism.
Yet, basing external criticism only on documents is likely to be counterproductive. Historians seem wedded to generally reliable sources and inclined to discount information contained in sources they consider as
untrustworthy. This mindset is often based on a subjective judgment of the
veracity or perceptiveness of the source's author. This primacy assigned to
the written word, combined with an approach to evidence that is more attuned to the courtroom than to scientific inquiry, is one of the chief culturally based disconnects between historians and archaeologists. The latter have
always recognized the fragmentary nature of their data and have generally
been eager for any alternative forms of information that might shed further
light on their research endeavors.
At times archaeological evidence should be the primary source of information about the past, but for historians, and also for many historical archaeologists and ethnohistorians, archaeological evidence is a secondary
source ofknowledge subordinate to documentary evidence. 38 If one accepts
the fundamental tenet of historical research that a well-criticized source
should be accepted as near absolute truth then archaeological evidence
that disagrees with such sources will invariably be rejected. 39 Archaeology
becomes primary only when the sources are either absent or blatantly biased, when historical researchers suspect that bias, and when the archaeology tends to confirm their suspicions. Archaeology may also be recognized
as important when the documents reveal that an event occurred but only
archaeological evidence is preserved. 40
Even when material evidence appears to be the only hope for reconstructing the past, historians may be reluctant to employ it. They may see
material culture information as too difficult to interpret without vast and
arcane skills or, conversely, as so obvious that it can be employed
uncritically.4! However, as Jordanova asserts, "either texts are all we have
and we can only do history on that basis, or there was a material world back
then, to which we can get access, and claiming otherwise is a dangerous
subversion of the discipline of history."42
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Despite their inherent biases in favor of textual information, historians
should view archaeological evidence as a fully equal alternative source of
knowledge that can provide a window on aspects of events that are simply
not available in the documentary record. 43 A greater reliance on archaeological data could also ameliorate the uneven coverage of the written record,
which fails to illuminate whole blocks of time that encapsulate critically
important events and entire segments ofsocieties. 44 These gaps can, in some
cases, present even greater limits than the well-known problems of differential preservation in the archaeological record. Archaeological data produced
by competent scholars and reported accurately should be fully accessible to
historians. Similarly, well-criticized information from historical research
should be equally accessible to archaeologists.The extent to which the scholarship of either discipline is not fully comprehensible by the other should
not be viewed as a bar to intellectual cooperation but rather as an intolerable communication gap that must be bridged.
These observations concerning source criticism should not be taken to
deny the historian's role in enforcing historicity on interpretations of past
events. Historians should be suspicious of works that are uncritical of their
sources. Scholars must, however, also recognize that when other scholars
rely on historians' work, they are critically viewing these sources, even if
they just compare the works of different historians that may bear on their
research. 45 At the same time, other scholars who adopt historians' descriptions must recognize that they are then relying on authority, not conducting
primary research, which produces both liberating and stifling effects. 46 Even
if historians and archaeologists were to bridge the cultural distance between
their approaches to employing primary data and begin to adopt each other's
results, substantial differences in their methods of interpretation would still
divide them.

Interpreting Signals from the Past
Both archaeologists and historians have tended to adopt their interpretive
frameworks from other disciplines and both fields have undergone evolutionary processesY In its initial stages, anthropological archaeology mostly
borrowed from sociocultural anthropology, starting with the culture-area
approach and moving on to a variety of functionalist and neo-evolutionist
paradigms that characterized the processual archaeology of Lewis Binford. 48
More recently the Evolutionists, a significant school of archaeologists, ac-
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quired a selectionist model more or less wholesale from biological studies
of evolution. 49
A contemporary approach is Behavioral Archaeology, developed by
Michael B. Schiffer. This archaeological theory borrowed the least from
other disciplines, providing a generation of archaeologists with an overarching
structure for the interpretation of their data. Reasonably clear position statements of these schools of archaeological thought, accompanied by debates,
can be found in major and minor publications. 50 Most of these theoretical
constructs contain a common thread: the concept that research requires
some version of the hypothetico-deductive approach. 51 Binford and his acolytes are firmly wedded to this idea, while the majority of other archaeologists accepts a valid role for inductive reasoning. Few archaeologists, however,
heed van Ranke's call to immersion in their data sources. 52
Interestingly, the processual school's final product of archaeological research frequently confirms the original hypothesis. If problems arose with
the observations, one simply acquired a bigger data hammer and beat the
results into submission. This approach, strongly approved by an entire generation of archaeologists, is anathema to most historians and is also now
strongly rejected by archaeologists who follow behavioral, postmodern, and
other postprocessual frameworks. Despite the evolution of archaeological
theory, it still maintains a belief in the possibility of reconstructing a past
that actually existed. 53
Interpretation in historiography appears to be primarily driven by the
philosophical system of the historian. 54 Extreme doubt concerning the possibility that past events can be analyzed objectively is a persistent theme
running through historiography and crosscutting the various philosophical
approaches. 55 This problem is viewed as an inherent limitation on the human thought process but also stems from the fact that historians must take
account of idiosyncratic aspects of human motivation when crafting explanatory statements. Doubt also mounts from an ambivalent approach to logical
positivism and to what some historians perceive as a set of natural-science
practices that cannot be literally applied to the study of human societies
or individuals. Yet, some historians clearly believe that standards of proof,
similar to those in the physical sciences, are possible and desirable. 56 For
some scholars, a strict adherence to logical positivism would deny the
possibility of making true statements about the past. A further problem is
the trivialization that can result from searching for historical laws by using a positivist model. 57
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One element seldom found when historians evaluate the possibilities for
objective reconstruction of past events is recognition that the process requires passage through numerous levels of abstraction. First, scholars choose
which events to depict, then these events are actually described, and finally
the descriptions are constructed into a satisfying narrative. The level of certainty decreases at each level of abstraction, but it does not necessarily decline to zero. These doubts encourage some historians to adopt a few methods
from the explanatory sciences, but it appears to dissuade most of them from
applying the so called "hard science" methods generally accepted among
archaeologists. 58
The closest approximation to agreement among historians concerning
how to evaluate evidence and generate explanations appears to be the
standard - preponderance of the evidence and acceptance of arguments by
a jury of the historian's peers-used in legal proceedings. This method is
combined with judgments of the sources' reliability and the weight given to
reliable testimony as determined by source criticism. 59 Application of this
standard can result in a tendency to throw out entire sources, either secondary or primary, on the basis of being "tainted" with inaccuracies, although
lapses in detail may not bear on the problem under consideration. 6o This
myopia may result from misapplying standards developed for criticizing
primary sources-procedures applied in the context of discovery that are
inappropriate in the contexts of interpretation and validation. However, when
historians are engaged in the process of producing rather than interpreting
historical data, they show a considerable unity of approach.
Application of the standards of source criticism in the context of interpretation also manifests itself as a near universal distrust of grand schemes
and universal causations. 6! Grand schemes have been perhaps too popular
among anthropologists in general and anthropological archaeologists in
particular. 62 Historians' rejection ofthese interpretive frameworks, however,
has also led them, at times, to discard all generalizations and to concentrate
on describing what appear to be idiosyncratic events. The rejection of generalization as a concept can also lead individual historians to throw out
whole bodies of work because of a few lapses in historicity, real or as perceived by historians, when the overall thrust of the work seems cogent. 63
As mentioned above, all the phenomena of interest to both professions
swim in the sea of time, and some of the most profound differences in approach to interpretation stem from the conflicting ways historians and ar-
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chaeologists view time. This gap has widened in recent years due to the
passing from favor of the longue duree, a frame of reference that brought
historians and archaeologists somewhat closer together. 64 The historians'
concept of a long time span has generally corresponded to a single archaeological phase, some fifty to two hundred years, which is usually the
archaeologist's smallest unit of temporal control.
Historians tend to compress time, while archaeologists are forced to look
at longer spans, given the limitations in their data. This departure creates
serious communication problems that are exacerbated by the archaeologist's
tendency to place temporal relations in order without specifying the intervals of time that elapsed between events, whereas the historian strives to
specify both the temporal order and the precise timing between the proceedings. For archaeologists time is a highly relative unit measured by
changes in material culture. Time, according to Western thought and as
presented in many documentary sources, is more concrete or specific than
it is for archaeologists. This difference can make archaeologists appear vague
and imprecise to historians, while historians come off as fusspots spoiled by
the precision of their sources. G5
Historians and archaeologists appear to conflict on what constitutes cogent sources of information about the past, on how to conceptualize time,
and on the feasibility and desirability of seeking general interpretations of
past events. I would argue, however, that none of these differences in approach are founded in the subject matter addressed. They are, rather, cultural differences inculcated in the disciplines' members during training and
socialization.
Roots of the Cultural Divergence

The training of professional archaeologists is based on a standardized curriculum in which classroom instruction plays a dominant role. Beginning
at an early stage, undergraduates encounter a healthy dose of method, theory,
and the basic information produced by archaeological research in a classroom setting. While the manual skills of excavation are taught through communication from journeymen and masters to apprentices, there is a
pervasive belief that all other key skills can be taught en masse in the classroom. Justified or not, archaeologists generally believe that nearly all knowledge of how to function as a professional can be taught in a lecture.
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Socialization of historians appears to rely more heavily o'n a masterapprentice relationship. This connection is paralleled with teaching the empirical content of history (a task that begins with freshmen undergraduates) and
imparting the interpretive skills of the historian - an aspect of training deferred to the most advanced undergraduates, if not delayed until the graduate level. 66 According to some scholars, particularly historians of the literary
school, interpretive skills are so intuitive that they cannot actually be taught. 67
In any case, the academy now dominates the discipline of history and academic historians only view practitioners as historians if they are properly
apprenticed to a master. If they have not been apprenticed, they will have
failed to acquire the expected mindset. 68 Like their medieval counterparts,
apprentice historians are expected to learn their craft by practicing it under
the critical eye of masters whom they emulate. 69 Given the lack of a welldeveloped literature on how to conduct the basic research tasks of the historian, one might suspect the discipline of concealing the kind of "secret
knowledge" jealously guarded by medieval guilds.

Combining Archaeology and History
Despite the culturally based impediments that hinder combining archaeological evidence with an analysis of historical documents, the task has been
successfully performed many times. Six examples arranged in three pairs
are offered here, along with reasons for their success and observations on
how a tighter integration of historical and archaeological evidence could
enhance their results. In each case, the authors' objectives are taken as a
given. The paired examples consist of two historians, two ethnohistorians,
and two archaeologists. 70 I selected authors that are likely to be relevant, if
not familiar, to the readers of this journal. Confining examples to the southwestern region of the United States automatically excludes the many tightly
int.egrated studies performed in Europe and the Near East. Other excellent
studies treat themes that may be of little interest to southwestern historians.
The choice of just two archaeologists from the many who have employed
historic data in their studies is particularly restrictive but has been dictated
by a desire to consider broadly important historic themes. These are not
necessarily the best examples but they seem to serve this critical inquiry.71
This section of the essay is not framed as a series of book reviews. Further, the discussion will not plead for approaches that are foreign to the
themes as stated. The authors' works are discussed only in so far as they
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illuminate the sources of communication problems between archaeologists
and historians. Historians and ethnohistorians are considered first. I demonstrate how each author combined archaeological and historical sources
to arrive at statements about the past, how effectively they evaluated the
archaeological data, and how they used archaeology as a forensic balance to
the testimony of their sources.72 On a minor level, I consider how they incorporated translations and secondary studies. I point out instances where
the authors gave excessive primacy to documentary evidence when archaeological data would have provided a more accurate picture of past events. I
also note when the authors limited their use of archaeological data to places
and periods lacking historical documentation rather than integrating it
throughout their studies. I critique the historian's and ethnohistorian's general bias toward complex societies, which causes these scholars to ignore
important developments taking place outside the immediate purview of the
sedentary peoples who are their focus. I will also acknowledge where more
extensive uses of archaeological evidence would have enhanced the scholars' stated objectives.
The archaeologists are treated differently than the historians and
ethnohistorians. Charles C. Oi Peso and Alfred V. Kidder are evaluated on
how effectively they employed historical documentation, whether primary
or secondary, in reaching their goals. Equally important is a discussion of
how they may have violated the canons of historiography and thus reduced
the utility of their work for historians.

The Historians. In Storms Brewed in Other Men's Worlds: The Confrontation
of Indians, Spanish, and French in the Southwest, 1540-1795 (1996), Elizabeth A. H. John tackles a broad theme by providing a narrative of events in
Texas and New Mexico that began with Coronado in 1540 and ended when
Spain lost control of these territories in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Like all narratives, her purpose is not simple chronicle,
and she wishes that her readers achieve two fundamental understandings of
the period: (1) that the Native Americans, whose story must be ferreted out
of documents written by and for Europeans, were not mere passive victims
of the conquest; and (2) that the Spanish approach to colonization left a
wider role for Native peoples than British colonists allowed to the indigenes
in the areas they came to control. 73
Given the obscurity of information on Native Americans in the Spanish
sources, it might seem that John's objective would be enhanced by a tight
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integration of all available archaeological data, which is relatively rich for
her time period and region. Despite her masterful command of the documentary sources and skillful imbrication of primary and secondary materials, she simply does not employ archaeological evidence in any meaningful
way. She is intimately familiar with ethnography and uses it to assist her
narration. John begins discussion of each Native subpopulation by summarizing standard ethnographic work to enrich the meager documentary descriptions.?4 Her employment of ethnographic data, however, relies on the
false premise of an "ethnographic present." The basic problem with the
ethnographic present is that it conflates all change that took place during
the lifetime of an available informant and presents Native cultures as static
entities, unchanged before contact. Therefore, John withholds the full character of the Native groups from her readers as they consider her unfolding
narrative.?'
Obviously, any attempt to criticize fully the ethnographic sources by using
the archaeological record is beyond John's scope, and I am not suggesting
that she should have done so. With that said, information is currently available to assist in understanding the nature of the Native groups when Spaniards encountered them, and the emerging picture indicates that the
descendants available for ethnographic study were naive about the lifeways of
their ancestors. 76 Historians who wish to continue John's work and contribute
to the study ofthe complex interactions between the Spaniards and the peoples
they sought to integrate into the empire are urged to become familiar with at
least summary statements from the archaeological literature.
John Kessell, prominent historian at both the University of New Mexico
and the National Park Service, is clearly familiar with the archaeological
record and uses it extensively to construct his distinguished narrative in

Kiva, Cross, and Crown: The Pecos Indians and New Mexico, 1540-1840
(1979). The primary basis for his work consists of an intimate knowledge of
both primary and secondary historical sources. His study, more limited in
scope than John's, addresses events at Pecos Pueblo from first contact in

1540 to its final abandonment in 1838, but his thrust is similar. Kessell's
chief reason for writing this work is to revivify the Native and European
people who lived during the Spanish period. He also attempts to demonstrate how factionalism and strife found within the community at Pecos and
permeating the surrounding polity contributed to the abandonment of Pecos
and the failure of the Spanish-colonial enterprise.
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Kessell incorporates the archaeological record both to fill in gaps and to
correct source-based information. He relies on Albert H. Schroeder's "A
Reanalysis of the Routes of Coronado and Onate into the Plains in 1541 and
1601" (1962) to illuminate Coronado's route, uses Waldo Rudolph Wedel's

An Introduction to Kansas Archaeology: With Description of the Skeletal
Remains from Doniphan and Scott Counties, Kansas, by T. D. Stewart (1959)
for identification of the semisedentary groups in Kansas, and cites Alfred V.
Kidder's The Artifacts ofPecos (1932) for such useful information as the content of ceremonial caches and the nature of kivas at Pecos. He also applies
Kidder's work to correct impressions from New Mexico governor Tomas
Velez Cachupfn (174<j-1754, 1762-1767) concerning the fortifications at Pecos
and more generally to understand the architectural history of the pueblo.
Information from the archaeological record both enriches Kessell's narrative and slightly expands its scope.??
Kessell's desire to fill his stage with human actors might lead one to argue that he uses the archaeological record to its fullest. However, given his
additional need to demonstrate how internal and external strife limited developments in the Spanish Southwest and led to the failure of Pecos as a
community, archaeology probably has more to offer than he has taken from
it. The documents Kessell employs clarify that Pecos can only be understood in the context of the nomadic groups that raided, traded, married, and
died there. Kessell gives us the standard account of Comanche pressure
that dominated the closing years of the seventeenth century, extending to
the treaty of 1748, and also weaves various Apache groups into his account,
but he leaves an uncomfortable suspicion that his historical informants saw
little and reported less.
Archaeologists are beginning to fill in the story. Deni J. Seymour's ongoing
efforts to identify the remains of nomad visitation at the Salinas Pueblos,
Pecos Pueblo, the Galisteo Basin Pueblos, and other sedentary communities
should soon provide historians with material for a narrative even richer than
Kessell's. As a single example, Kessell relies on the account by Capt. Diego
Perez Romero as summarized by historian France V. Scholes for a colorful
and quite possibly apocryphal description of Spaniards venturing out onto the
plains to visit Apaches and participate in "elaborate native ceremonial" events.
These interactions would be enhanced by an understanding of the various
Native communities that received Spanish visitation and an appreciation of
how these encounters occurred. This information may soon come from additional thematic surveys now being conducted. ill
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The Ethnohistorians. In Our Prayers Are in This Place: Pecos Pueblo Identity
over the Centuries (1999), ethnohistorian Frances Levine also addresses the
abandonment of Pecos, but her purpose is not explicitly narrative; instead,
she wishes to elucidate the causes and consequences of cultural contact at
Pecos Pueblo between 1450 and 1850. Her aim is not only to examine this
single instance of cultural contact but also to consider how events in New
Mexico can illuminate general processes of cultural collisions in a colonial
setting. In her own words, the effect of the Spanish entrada on Pecos Pueblo
is "the story of dominant cultures replacing indigenous institutions with
new social forms, and of indigenous peoples accommodating change in the
complex ways characteristic of all cultures." The theoretical basis for her
study is provided by Fredrik Barth, an anthropologist often cited as underpinning cultural relativism, but her exposition benefits as much from scientific methods as it does from Barth's approach. 79
The main thrust of Levine's work is to examine the Pecos Pueblo sacramental records and census data that reveal how Spanish contact first altered and then destroyed the Pecos community. She incorporates secondary
sources into her scholarship, despite her demonstrated ability to access the
originals. When discussing Gaspar Castano de Sosa's detailed description
of Pecos Pueblo, she relies on the translation by Schroeder and Dan S.
Matson. For her census data, she uses both originals and translations. 8o
Levine employs the extensive northern Rio Grande archaeological data
to offer insight into the Pecos Pueblo encountered by the Coronado Expedition in 1540. She successfully conveys the notion that Europeans did not
intrude upon a static cultural entity but rather inserted themselves into an
ongoing process of dramatic change that had begun at least a century before
their arrival. She accurately portrays Spanish contact, not as the sole cause
of change, but as a force accelerating change and altering its direction.
As she carries her narrative forward, Levine repeatedly calls upon archaeological evidence to assist in filling out the snapshots provided by documentary evidence. She considers the large body of data Kidder produced to
address key topics, such as the size of the community at contact and its
population dynamics over time. 81 She then exploits more recent work to
examine the importance of relationships between Pecos and Plains-based
hunting groups to the east, especially exploring the role of bison hunting in
the Pecos economy and explaining how Spanish rule may have affected it. 82
In these aspects of her study, she not only employs archaeology as a forensic
tool and a basis for external source criticism, but also looks critically at these
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studies, weighing the opinions of different experts and determining how
they fit into her documentary findings. s3 After working for the National Park
Service, Levine is familiar with the conduct of archaeological research. Her
approach presents a model for historians less familiar with how archaeology
is actually done. Her critical analysis of the archaeological studies is conducted on the same basis as her documentary source criticism.
Levine uses the information available from Kidder's excavations on the
large burial population to reconstruct forensically the contact period of Pecos
Pueblo's history. She looks at the architectural history of the pueblo in the
same way.84 Climatic evidence from tree-ring studies is also helpful in fleshing out trends that can only be guessed from documentary evidence. s5 Population and climatic trends are two areas where the documentary historian
addressing premodern times will always be at the mercy of the interests and
observational skills of the sources, but the archaeologist is on firmer ground.
Levine's main use of archaeological data, however, is to tack the prehistoric period onto her narrative, and she is less adept at weaving archaeology
into her overall story. She affords primacy to the documents at crucial narrative points and discounts the value of archaeological evidence to correct
or expand the picture they provide. For example she asserts that the Spanish
footprint at Pecos was limited on the basis of her assessment of documentary evidence. Archaeology tells us that the first Spanish church, located
four hundred meters from the pueblo, was one of the largest constructions
ever undertaken at Pecos. The physical remains are then clearly at variance
with the documents. 86 She faults the attempt made by anthropologist Richard I. Ford, Schroeder, and anthropologist Stewart L. Peckham to trace the
origins of Puebloan language groups through ceramic distributions, citing
the time-honored concept that no absolute correlation exists between pots
and people.87 Although those authors may have erred in specifics and material culture, language and genetic descent clearly can never be correlated
with absolute certainty. Herein lies a cautionary tale for historians who might
wish to rely on anthropologists as authorities: anthropologists have their
own set of taboos, such as this one against equating pots and people, and
historians need to assess potential effects on statements of "fact."
Ultimately, Levine's thesis rests on demographics, and she finds the temporal scope of her documents frustrating. She states, "I recognize that the
dates of these records are too late to allow me to address the initial effects of
Spanish contact on the Pecos population; the records instead represent a
population that had already been altered by contaet."88 The extant Pecos
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burial data are the best hope for overcoming this limitation. 89 In a sense,
these records are more historic than archaeological, consisting of E. A.
Hooton's report, Kidder's summaries, and such original field notes as may
still be accessible. The reports provide a general period for most burials on
the basis of associated grave goods, the likely sex of the interred, the approximate age at death, and any anomalies the skeletons may have presented,
along with a wealth of metric data. These data can be mined to address
questions such as whether rates of mortality for the prehistoric period are
markedly different from the rates shown in the documents for the historic
period; whether the risk of death for males versus females differed over time;
and whether the burial population gives any indication of when intense
contact with nomadic groups began.
Besides writing at an earlier time than Levine, Carroll Riley is an
ethnohistorian of an earlier generation. His language skills appear prodigious but he still employs many secondary studies, including classic monographs like those of anthropologist and archaeologist Adolph F. Bandelier,
historian Herbert Eugene Bolton, and translator of the Coronado chronicles
George P. Winship, as well as numerous articles by a range of scholars. 90
The general thesis of Riley's book The Frontier People: The Greater South-

west in the Protohistoric Period (1987) is derived from a cultural historical
approach and is aimed at better determining the limits of a modified culture area, the Greater Southwest, which he conceives as a diffusionist interaction sphere. 91 This objective requires more accuracy in description than
cogency in explication. His Greater Southwest, like all culture areas, is defined by both isolation and interrelations, in this case by trade relationships
with Mesoamerica. Riley clearly means west Mexico rather than the traditionally defined culture area centered on the Basin of Mexico and ending at
the boundary of Tarascan territory.92
Within this framework, Riley is a productive and thoughtful consumer
of archaeological data, which are skillfully woven into his definition and
exposition of the Greater Southwest interaction sphere. A few examples
will suffice. As Riley admits, his sources indicate that economic relations
between the northern Southwest and the Sonora River area were clearly a
two-way street, but he is limited by documents that fail to provide a list of
the goods passing from south to north. Still, he discusses the numerous
spindle whorls found in the Sonora River region as indicating that the
southerners were sending cotton cloth northward, although he is aware of
the vital role Hopis played in supplying cotton. He also points to the pres-
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ence of parrot motifs in the murals from Hawikuh, which confirm Alvar
Nunez Cabeza de Vaca's observation that parrot plumes were another southern product. 9J
The relationship between the prehistoric Hohokam and the O'odham
(piman) speakers encountered by the Spaniards is important to Riley's concept of an interaction sphere. He applies his own critical standards when
addressing the unresolved debate on that issue. He carefully weighs the
evidence in a wide range of archaeological studies. He uses the same thorough analysis when considering the identifications that Di Peso offered for
the locations of places prominent in the missionary activities ofFr. Eusebio
Francisco Kino. 94 Thus, Riley's extensive use of archaeology is both forensic
and critical, and clearly not confined by the times and places where he
lacks documentary coverage. He does use archaeology to provide a baseline,
especially given that he places the beginning of the protohistoric outside all
documentary coverage at AD 1450 and even discusses earlier developments
by tracing the period's roots.
Since Riley's purpose is to construct a culture area that is more cohesive
than the traditionally defined Southwest, at least during the protohistoric
period, it seems that his primary reliance on documentary evidence has
fatally prejudiced his enterprise. Also, despite his keen interest in peoples
without documentary history, Riley has a strong bias toward sedentary groups.
This shortcoming is particularly problematic to his chosen theme, for nomadic groups were highly important throughout both prehistory and history in his area of study, an area that he himself later referred to as La Gran
Chichimeca. 95
For example Riley excludes both upper and lower California, areas that
were important sources of trade, from .the Greater Southwest. He excepts
them because these locales, along with northwest Mexico, were "culturally
primitive" since they were occupied by nonsedentary peoples. The inhabitants of the lower Colorado, who are similar to groups in California, are
included in the Greater Southwest because they were farmers who relied,
at least to some extent, on irrigation. Riley's reliance on documentary sources
and his bias toward sedentary agriculturalists blinds him to the important
sea of nomads who surrounded the islands of sedentism in the Southwest.
He excludes the Yaquis, Mayos, and Lower O'odhams, while including the
Chalchihuites of southern Durango. Perhaps most limiting is his exclusion
of the Jumanos, Teyas, Rayados, and Querechos: all important players for
understanding events in the protohistoric and early historic periods in the
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Southwest and not "essentially outsiders" in terms of the complex relationships that linked the various southwesterners. 96 In Riley's defense, my archaeological colleagues have proven exceptionally poor at finding the
remains of these groups or even recognizing their remains when others have
pointed them out. 97
Aside from a peripheral role for nomads in his narrative, Riley identifies
the many areas where additional archaeological information would fill in
gaps, resolve ambiguities, or otherwise enrich the picture of the protohistoric
Southwest that he painstakingly built from the documentary sources and
available archaeological studies. In a few examples, he notes that numerous
changes may have occurred in the Sonoran highlands between the arrival
of the Spaniards in the New World and the missionaries' observations in the
seventeenth century, but archaeological studies are the only hope for understanding them. Riley has the same perspective on population studies,
which he recognizes as critical to our understanding of the region. 98

The Archaeologists. Turning now to archaeologists employing documentary
data in their studies, I consider a classic work, An Introduction to the Study
of Southwestem Archaeology with a Preliminary Account of the Excavations
at Pecos (1962) by Kidder. 99 Kidder's work remains widely read and serves its
stated purpose with exceptional cogency and completeness. At the time
that Kidder prepared this book (1924), an introductory text for advanced
undergraduates and graduate students, the southwestern region of the United
States, a geographic region, was ready to assume its position as a welldefined culture area. Kidder wanted archaeologists to understand two salient facts: (1) his data strongly supported the culture area definition; and (2)
his methods for accessing the archaeological record should be emulated.
He wanted to ensure that students using his text would also be able to recognize the products ofsouthwestern culture when observing them in the field.
His well-informed choice of Pecos for intensive excavations advanced
the definition of the region. Pecos was a unique and critically important
locus in the prehistory and history of the Southwest. As a subtext, Kidder
implies that the Southwest Culture Area was a place of peace and possibly
plenty that would come into conflict with conditions created by the Spanish conquest. He describes the idyllic physical location where he worked,
while implicitly contrasting it with the world of World War I France where
he had fought. But, above all, Pecos was a location where he could determine an artifact sequence, bringing Pecos and the Southwest with it out of
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darkness and into culture history.lOo Scholars needed to know "the size of
the prehistoric Pueblo tribes, and also as much as possible concerning their
racial affinities" so that they could specify the Southwest's place in a world
culture. IOI Kidder grasped the concept that history began in each New World
area when Europeans arrived and was followed swiftly by the demise of the
peoples who met the incursion.
Kidder uses documentary evidence to fulfill two purposes. First, he needed
to place the finds at .pecos and his characterization of the Southwestern
Culture Area into an historic context. As with many culture-area studies,
this process entailed working back from documented events. Second, and
this is an inference rather than his stated objective, he recognized a minimum set of historic facts that he believed students of Southwest archaeology should command and presented them concisely in a compelling
narrative that would be easy to remember.
Kidder's employment of the historic documents, based entirely on secondary sources, fits his stated purpose. His use of the historic narrative is
heavily weighted toward events that happened at or impinged on Pecos. He
correlates documented events with his observations from the archaeological record and attempts to reconcile discrepancies between his archaeological observations and the documents. For instance he considers the fact that
Coronado expedition chronicler Pedro de Castaneda described a single structure, while the archaeological evidence clearly showed distinct north and
south roomblocks. According to Kidder, this discrepancy could be explained
by the observation that the south roomblock was in ruins when Castaneda
saw it. For Kidder a general correspondence to Castaneda's observation was
good enough. lo2
Although Kidder's historical summary fits his own purposes, his manner
of employing documentary evidence violates many of the historian's cultural norms. He unabashedly asserts his exclusive reliance on secondary
sources and English translations. He is u'ncritical of these sources. He recounts, without demur, the explanation that Cabeza de Baca's stories of
rich cities were the impetus for the Marcos de Niza expedition, while never
analyzing the motives of the chroniclers or considering alternative explanations. He makes bald generalizations based on his own authority, such as
his footnote claiming that a reference to Florida in Castaneda's account
should be taken as a vague reference to points east. He bases this assertion
on "common sense" without recognizing that historic criticism is based on
questioning such culturally derived preconceptions. IOJ
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Kidder also engages in the kind of hyperbole that can cause historians to
dismiss a work for lack of serious scholarship. Feeling a need to further
validate the historic importance of Pecos, Kidder declares that the pueblo
was the first place where livestock were introduced and was the scene of the
first martyrdom in the United States, with little or no evidence to support
him. However trivial these claims were to an archaeologist with a loose
concept of time, they are anathema to any historian concerned with precise temporal assignments. Unintentionally icing the cake, he used a colored paraphrase from a popular magazine in place of the proper language
from Castano de Sosa's report to describe the man's first encounter with
Pecos.104
Skipping forward two generations of scholarship, all of Oi Peso's work,
including the volume considered here, contrasts strongly with Kidder and
falls into a genre different from that of Levine and Riley.105 Oi Peso was an
archaeologist, not an ethnohistorian, although he did extensive work that
qualifies as ethnohistory. In the piece discussed here and in other studies,
Di Peso strove to achieve the fullest possible understanding of developments
in the Southwest by using the documents to guide his archaeological research both in the context of discovery and "in the context of interpretation.
His specific goal in the study considered here was to provide information
on the actual locations mentioned in the accounts of Father Kino and his
military escort, Capt. Juan Mateo Manje.
In much of his work, but especially in The Upper Pima ofSan Cayetano
del Tumacacori: An Archaeohistorical Reconstruction ofthe Ootam of Pi me ria
Alta (1956), Oi Peso sought the same spiritual connection with the past that
characterizes much of well-written history. He endeavored to go beyond the
connection afforded by the documents to identify the specific places that
historic figures believed to be important and to recover the actual objects
they made and used. There was nothing radical in this approach. Investigators since the time of archaeologist Heinrich Schliemann have attempted
to follow documentary clues to discover actual places of importance. Oi
Peso contributed to the profession by establishing a painstaking and thorough methodology for discovery that remains valid today, although most of
his specific place identifications have not withstood the test of additional
. scholarship.IOG He coined the term "archaeohistoric reconstruction" for his
approach. 107
Some archaeologists pick through historic documents, looking for tidbits that might help them to interpret particular finds or perhaps to support
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their version of past events. Di Peso's reading of the documents was not
selective. He spent seven years of his research time and considerable resources at his institution, the Amerind Foundation, to gather an extensive
set of documents for placement in the Amerind's library and to support
both his research along the Santa Cruz River and in the San Pedro drainage. IOB More importantly his efforts to connect archaeology to the information in the historic documents are explicit. He is clear about how he reads
the documents and how he correlates the information with his findings on
the ground.
An apt example is the extended discussion supporting his identification
of the site of Paloparado as the actual location of San Cayetano del
Tumacacori. Di Peso went through the locations provided on the various
versions of Kino's maps, analyzing them in the context of the descriptions
in both Kino's and Manje's diaries. 109 He explains his basis for considering
the "league" used by both witnesses to correspond to a distance of 2.2 English miles. lIo He carefully considers the conflicting locations presented by
Kino, Manje, and later editors of Kino's maps, constructing an argument
that favors a location on the west bank of the Santa Cruz River, despite
placement of San Cayetano on the east bank in Kino's earliest map. A key
aspect of his source criticism was a forensic consideration of the archaeological survey data available at the time. This analysis led him to the conclusion that San Cayetano had to be the Paloparado Site because that was
the only known location with contemporary remains corresponding to his
reading of the map locations and descriptions.
The fact that he misidentified the site-the correct location is on the
opposite side of the river where the early Kino maps placed it-does not
reflect on Di Peso's methods but rather on the data available to him and on
certain preconceptions that were prevalent at the time. The information he
lacked for this identification and for his other work was later provided by a
more extensive thematic survey of the Santa Cruz ValleyY' Di Peso's misconception was that occupations described by Kino and Manje would leave
massive, obvious archaeological remains, like the Paloparado Site and that
the documents actually referred to all of the occupations in the area. ll2 The
correctly identified San Cayetano is a very subtle manifestation and was
walked over by more than one archaeologist before its significance was recognized. lI3 Despite the need to correct Di Peso's conclusions, however, his
method for approaching the documents accords well with the standards of
professional historians.
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Some Modest Suggestions
The value of Oi Peso's work lies in the path he blazed rather than in the
places it took him. His multievidentiary approach to understanding the past
shows clearly that scholars need not limit themselves either to the documentary sources or to the archaeological record alone; they can combine
the best information from both disciplines to exceed the bounds that either
would impose. Consideration of Oi Peso's work, especially in light of the
preceding discussion of historians and ethnohistorians, provides an opportunity to consider a few practical suggestions for historians who would effectively employ archaeological research and for archaeologists who need
documentary sources to supplement and support the conclusions suggested
by the archaeological record. The goal advanced here is not the collaboration itself but the rich tapestry that could be woven if communication were
made effective.
With this goal in mind, historians should not be daunted by the wealth
of essentially descriptive data that comprises the bulk of most archaeological reports. The skills required to evaluate the accuracy of the descriptions
or the cogency of the analytical techniques employed to seek meaningful
patterns are unnecessary. Historians should feel free to use the reports' conclusions in the same way that they would use the conclusions that their own
colleagues offer on the basis of archival study. If their search of the archaeological literature uncovers competing theories or the picture provided by
archaeology varies from the documentary evidence, scholars will find the
methods that they apply when criticizing historical documents are fully effective for evaluating the competing claims of rival archaeologists.
Oi Peso's approach can also provide an excellent example for archaeologists who mine the documentary sources for an enhanced understanding of
past events. Summary treatments of historic events; like the one found in
Kidder, are fine for introductory texts but will not serve as a basis for serious
inquiry. Although translations are indispensable for research, scholars should
refrain from skimming a translation for passages that support a favored interpretation of the archaeological record. First, archaeologists must comprehend the documentary portrayal of the events by thoroughly reading the
works of historians who conducted primary research. They will then need
to consider any criticisms directed at the translation produced by historians
familiar with the original documents. Finally, archaeologists must realize
that criticism of their work by historians is inevitable and that the essential
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point is to distinguish between critique originating in biases derived from
cultural differences and criticisms that stem from fundamental errors on
the archaeologist's part.
Both historians and archaeologists should be aware of when the research
norms of each discipline apply to a particular study. The temptation is to
say that historiographic norms should pertain only to historians, while the
norms of the archaeological profession should only concern archaeologists.
This maxim would be a gross oversimplificationy4 To the extent that any
scholar chooses to employ uncriticized primary documentary material as
the basis for a study, the historian's standards of internal and external criticism must apply to their work. In cases like these, regardless of the ultimate
conclusions scholars wish to reach, members of other disciplines must act
as historians, and a failure to adhere to time-honored historiographic standards of accuracy will lead to serious error. If, on the other hand, someone
trained in another discipline chooses to employ the work of historians in
their own study, even without consulting the primary sources, any criticism
of the accuracy of the adopted information should be directed toward the
historian. The scholar's job is not to repeat the study from the ground up in
every single area of inquiry.1I5 The bottom line is that the standards of each
profession apply only in the context of data production, not in the context
of interpretation.
Historians have no monopoly on inquiry into the human past, and blind
insistence on the application of their philosophical and methodological
norms to all scholarly work that addresses the past will only impede intellectual progress. Historians do, however, remain the gatekeepers of historicity. Archaeologists have a comparable claim to their specialization in
producing archaeological data, due to the skills required to extract information from the dirt and the destructive nature of their data-gathering activities. Once historiographic or archaeological data is generated, facts should
be available to everyone. Archaeologists will err in their interpretations of
documentary evidence, and archaeological data will lead historians to incorrect conclusions, but this inevitability is an aspect of research, not punishment meted out by the gods of scholarship for crossing onto tabooed
ground. After all division of labor in scholarly pursuits is highly efficient,
especially as it pertains to collecting, assimilating, and distributing information, but intellectual divisions are potentially fatal to deeper understandings when applied in the context of evaluation.
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Back to Common Ground
The potential rewards of true cross-fertilization between historians and archaeologists are immense. Historians who are able to use archaeological
data or even to engage archaeologists in their research endeavors and who
are willing to understand and assimilate the results of archaeological investigations will gain a powerful tool of external criticism. The worst that can
be said of the archaeological record is that it stands mute until forced to
speak through the talents of dedicated analysts. An insult that can be directed toward historical documents is that they never tell the whole story
and may actually lie, sometimes for incomprehensible reasons. Even in the
age of the Internet, most human endeavors remain unrecorded. With the
exception of pure thought that leads to no action, all human activities leave
some material trace, which may last for a very long time. An optimistic view
is that these material traces will always yield their secrets to well-trained,
persistent inquiry.
It should be axiomatic that if scholars were all interested in the same
questions posed in the same way, there would be only one discipline and
the only division at the academy would be between administrators and practitioners. With that said, the way scholars pose questions and go about answering them often masks the fact that they really seek to understand the
same phenomena. A focus on the answers rather than the form of the questions could ameliorate miscommunication. Historians could gain much by
overlooking archaeologists' tendency to sin against deeply ingrained beliefs
on how documents should be examined and analyzed. Doing so would free
them to consider the potentially valuable insights provided by archaeological study.
Archaeologists can achieve even more from the careful application of
information that historians painstakingly tease from the archives. For most
archaeologists, the inquiry into the material remains of past behavior is not
driven by antiquarian curiosity but by a desire to reconstruct and understand human societal development. Archaeologists who remain committed
to nomothetic lines of inquiry will discover that well-criticized texts expand
the range of comparative materials beyond the narrow scope of the ethnographic present. For archaeologists who favor a postmodern approach, historical analyses and well-criticized texts are indispensable, lest their narratives
descend to the level of poorly written fiction. If both historians and archaeologists can achieve an appreciation of each other's investigations and ac-
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knowledge the wastefulness of redoing well-constructed work, they can
base their interpretations on integrated, multievidentiary analysis and elicit
a new range of possibilities. I look forward to admiring the tapestry this
effort will create.
Notes
1.
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and Elman Rogers Service, eds., Evolution and Culture (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1960); and Morton H. Fried, The Evolution of Political Society: An
Essay in Political Anthropology, Random House Studies in Anthropology (New
York: Random House, 1967)'
8. Jordanova, History in Practice, 75; and Hobsbawm, On History,

12-13.

9. In the case of historians, the appreciation of past diversity may be more implicit
than explicit. The pages of the journal Comparative Studies in Society and History
are replete with discussions of past diversity suppressed by colonial rule. In the case
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of anthropologists, one could argue that the entire first century of the discipline's

10.

life was devoted to cataloging the diversity of the non-Western world, both as it had
existed in the past and as it continued after colonization.
Hobsbawm, On History, 216.

11. Jordanova, History in Practice, 197.
12. Georg G. Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century: From Scientific Objec-

tivity to the Postmodem Challenge (Hanover, N.H.: Wesleyan University Press, in
association with the University Press of New England, 1997), 93.
13. Frank Hole and Robert F. Heizer, An Introduction to Prehistoric Archaeology, 3d
ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973) is a classic. For a sampling on
archaeological method and theory, see Kwang-Chih Chang, Rethinking Archaeol-

ogy, Random House Studies in Anthropology (New York: Random House, 1967);
Willey and Phillips, Method and Theory; and Willey and Sabloff, A History of
American Archaeology. An entire journal, The Journal of Archaeological Method
and Theory, is devoted to the topic, as was its predecessor, Advances in Archaeological Method and Theory, which was an annual compendium of invited papers edited by Michael B. Schiffer and published by Academic Press.
14- To this outsider, it almost seems as if historians believe that apprentices can learn
all they need to know about historical research methods and writing by admiring
the works of past masters. This practice would be similar to telling an aspiring artist
that he can learn all needed skills by sitting in the Sistine Chapel and admiring the
ceiling, without receiving instruction in the manual aspects of the craft needed to
reproduce the work. Given the high quality of work that historians produce, especially the careful craftsmanship demonstrated in their writing, it seems clear that a
great deal of skill and knowledge is imparted outside the narrow world seen in
historiographic texts.
15. When characterizing archaeologists in this essay, I rely to some extent on my personal experience as an archaeologist who has worked in nearly all aspects of the
profession. Citations are provided for a range of standard works on archaeological
method and theory to show that my experiences have not imparted totally idiosyncratic views. The main basis for characterizing historians comes from their writings, which I have mined both for statements on the nature of their craft and for
concrete evidence on what they actually do. My personal interactions with historians, ethnohistorians, and historical archaeologists provide a supplement. A full
ethnographic study based on extensive interviews with academic historians and
their apprentices could potentially provide a richer understanding that cannot be
gained from examination of the literature but far exceeds the scope of this essay. In
all cases, I am acutely aware of the nomothetic nature of my generalizations and
that many archaeologists and historians do not fit the constrained descriptive space
I have created. It is equally clear that, in the interests of brevity, I am treating
dynamic phenomena as if they were static. I am also aware that selecting a different set of sources might create a different view of the disciplines, and I invite others
to test this notion.
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For those who strongly object to using oneself as a s~urce of information on
disciplinary cultures, I defend this practice simply by noting that I am in good
company. Willey and Sabloff, A History ofAmerican Archaeology, xiii. Like them I
"draw not only upon formal writings but upon the informal conversations and interchanges with professional colleagues dating back over a period of a good many
years." Also, support for characterizing historiographers as bookish is in Lee Benson,
Toward the Scientific Study of History: Selected Essays of Lee Benson (Philadelphia: 1. B. Lippencott, 1972), 198-200; Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century, 27-28; John E. Toews, "Perspectives on 'The Old History and the New,'''
American Historical Review 94, no. 3 (1989): 694; and Susan A. Crane, "Writing the
Individual Back into Collective Memory," American Historical Review 102, no. 5

(1997): 13 81- 82 .
16. Crane, "Writing the Individual Back into Collective Memory," 1374-75; Toews, "Perspectives on 'The Old History and the New,''' 694; Hole and Heizer, Prehistoric Archaeology, 7-9; and Willey and Sabloff, A History ofAmerican Archaeology, 1-12.
17. JerzyTopolski, Methodology of History, Synthese Library, no. 88 (Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel, 1976), 97; and Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century, 2324, 51.
18. Jordanova, History in Practice, 39-40.
19. A full exposition of this important difference would take far more space than allowed here. Archaeologists are invited to re-read classic passages to contemplate
the pervasive effects of our inescapable imprecisions and ambiguities. See Willey
and Phillips, Method and Theory; Willey and Sabloff, A History of American Archaeology; Ian Hodder, "Archaeology as a Discontinuous Domain," in Essential
Tensions in Archaeological Method and Theory, ed., Todd L. VanPool and Christine S. VanPool, Foundations of Archaeological Inquiry (Salt Lake City: University
~fUtah Press, 20°3),5-8; and Kent Lightfoot, "Culture Contact Studies: Redefining the Relationship between Prehistoric and Historic Archaeology," American
Antiquity 60, no. 2 (1995): 199-217. Historians might' also examine the chart in
Method and Theory and then consider the mental gymnastics required to think
about temporal relationships in the way it presents them. Willey and Phillips,

Method and Theory, 41.
20. The Annales school of historians does regard time in a way similar to the archaeologists. Both professions have become enamored with a variety of frankly or implicitly teleological periodization schemes that include all of the problems that
attend this kind of shoehorning and arbitrary segmenting of continua. See Agnes
Heller, A Theory ofHistory (Boston: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1982), 151-53; Homer
C. Hockett, The Critical Method in Historical Research and Writing (New York:
Macmillan, 1955), 25; Jordanova, History in Practice, 114-20; and Gertrude
Himmelfarb, "Some Reflections on the New History," American Historical Review

94, no. 3 (1989): 666.
21. Topolski, Methodology of History, 148-49; Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth
Century, 87-89; Marshall G. S. Hodgson, "The Interrelations of Societies in History," Comparative Studies in Society and History 5, no. 2 (1963): 244-48; and
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Hobsbawm, On History, ix. Historians of the Annales school are an exception to
this generalization as well.
22. This characterization largely ignores the impact of postmodern thought on historians and on the archaeological profession, where it is often referred to as

postprocessual, although the latter term applies more properly to a period of development than to a specific school of thought. Social historians and adherents of the
longue duree approach certainly have concerned themselves with daily human
behavior, only to be chastised by other historians for taking the history out of their
historical accounts. See Himmelfarb, "Some Reflections on the New History," 66170. Further complicating the picture, postmodern approaches have moved some
archaeologists toward a greater emphasis on the purely intellectual aspects of the

human experience, perhaps bringing them closer to historians in their philosophical outlook. The impact of postmodern thought on historians and archaeologists is
too complex and profound to be treated here.
23. Hole and Heizer, Prehistoric Archaeology, 73-74, 82, 353; Willey and Phillips,

Method and Theory, 2-4; Willey and Sabloff, A History ofAmerican Archaeology, 46; Hodder, "Archaeology as a Discontinuous Domain," 8; Pauketat, "Materiality
and the Immaterial in Historical-Processual Archaeology," 50; Topolski, Methodology of History, 148-49; Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century, 17-18; and
Hockett, The Critical Method in Historical Research and Writing, 7. The wider
implications of this difference in views and its roots in scholastic philosophy are
too complex to discuss here.
l{.

This essay, while acknowledging a period in archaeology's development, segregates
out and unfortunately disregards a subset of its practitioners.

25. Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century, 37; Hodder, "Archaeology as a

Discontinuous Domain," 6-7; James A. Moore and Arthur S. Keene, "Archaeology
and the Law of the Hammer," in Archaeological Hammers and Theories, ed. James

A. Moore and Arthur S. Keene, Studies in Archaeology Series (New York: Academy Press, 1983), 7; and Pauketat, "Materiality and the Immaterial in HistoricalProcessual Archaeology," 42-43.
26. Hole and Heizer, Prehistoric Archaeology, 5-6, 75-81; Willey and Phillips, Method

and Theory, 3; Hockett, The Critical Method in Historical Research and Writing,
240; Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century, 17-18; Topolski, Methodology
of History, 175; and Benson, Toward the Scientific Study of History, 200-20l.
27. Formation processes, a seeming innocuous expression, covers a vast expanse of both
methodological and theoretical ground and partly defines a major school of thought
in the profession. For an extensive discussion by its chief architect, see Michael B.
Schiffer, J<ormation Processes of the Archaeological Record (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987)' Postprocessual archaeologists tend to reject
Schiffer's behavioral approach, preferring some version of sociologist Pierre
Bourdieu's concept of agency, but much of their treatment of agency maps isomorphically onto Schiffer's formulation of behavioral archaeology, requiring only a
change in vocabulary set.
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28. Hole and Heizer, Prehistoric Archaeology, 2°5-22; Willey and Phillips, Method and
Theory, 11-12; and Willey and Sabloff, A History. of American Archaeology, 186-88,
194,249. Some archaeologists have over relied on a robust statistical pattern without
considering alternative means of causation and adhered too rigidly to their original
conceptions of the structure of past societies. For contrasting interpretations of the
same body of data, see Mark E. Harlan, "Prehistoric Exchange at Chalcatzingo,
Morelos, Mexico" (PhD diss., University of Arizona, 1975); and Mark E. Harlan, "An
Inquiry into the Development of Complex Society at Chalcatzingo, Morelos, Mexico:
Methods and Results," American Antiquity 44, no. 3 (1979): 471---93.
29. Heller, A Theory of History, 138.
30. Willey and Phillips, Method and Theory, 1; and Willey and Sabloff, A History of
American Archaeology, 182-86.
31· Topolski, Methodology of History, 130-31·
32. Hobsbawm, On History, 109-10. This complaint was commonly lodged against archaeologists of the culture history school by those who espoused philosopher of
science Carl G. Hempel's approach to scientific inquiry. In the logical positivist
view-contrasting to philosopher of science Karl Popper's hypothetico-deductive
approach-there are universal laws which hold at all times and places, and these
laws can be inductively derived from the sensory world. Many archaeologists have
now returned to an emphasis on description and juxtaposition of facts in crafting
their explanatory schemes. See Willey and Phillips, Method and Theory, 11-12.
33. Topolski, Methodology of History, 403-7; and Jordanova, History in Practice, 180.
Jordanova provides a clear statement of this concept: "Nonetheless, experience of
working with such materials is indispensable. One advantage is the total range of
sensory experiences available to historians, which raise overall levels of historical
awareness-format, style and size of handwriting can all help build up a picture of
the past." She urges historians who employ visual representations from the past in
their work to acquire all of the skills of the art historian before doing so to achieve
the intimate connection that total immersion provides. Jordanova, History in Practice, 180, 189-91. This would seem to impede rather than encourage the use of
visual sources.
34. Jordanova, History in Practice, 101.
35. One historian would theoretically not have a major problem with this practice.
Topolski, Methodology of History, 223·
36. Topolski, Methodology of History, 396.
37. This view is widely shared in the archaeological profession, but is often rejected by
anthropologists who pursue ethnohistoric research. "The judicious use of secondary sources is normal practice in archaeology, for we are reluctant to repeat work
well done." Michael B. Schiffer, Draw the Lightning Down: Ben;amin Franklin
and Electrical Technology in the Age of Enlightenment, with the assistance of
Kacy L. Hollenback and Carrie L. Bell (Berkeley: University of California Press,
2003), xiii. See also Deni J. Seymour, "Delicate Diplomacy on a Restless Frontier: Seventeenth-Century Sobafpuri-O'odham Social and Economic Relations in
Northwestern New Spain, Part 1," New Mexico Historical Review 82 (fall 2007):
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38.

39·
40.
41.
42.
43·
44·
45.

46.
47.
48.

49.

50.

51.
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469-99; and Deni 1. Seymour, "Sobaipuri-Pima Occupation in the Upper San
Pedro Valley: San Pablo de Quiburi," New Mexico Historical Review 78 (spring
2003): 147-66.
Hole and Heizer, Prehistoric Archaeology, vi; Mark Leone, "The Origins of Questions in Historical Archaeology," in Essential Tensions in Archaeological Method
and Theory, ed. Todd L. VanPool and Christine S. VanPool, Foundations of Archaeological Inquiry (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2003), 17-22;
Lightfoot, "Culture Contact Studies"; Willey and Phillips, Method and Theory, 12; Willey and Sabloff, A History ofAmerican Archaeology, 1-6, 204-5; Benson, Toward the Scientific Study ofHistory, 112; Topolski, Methodology ofHistory, 41,311-23,
378-80,389,431,432-35,440-41; Jordanova, History in Practice, 47,193; and Hockett,
The Critical Method in Historical Research and Writing, 14-28, 31-38, 39-41, 51-52.
Topolski, Methodology of History, 353·
Deni 1. Seymour, "Father Kino's 'Neat Little House and Church' at Guevavi,"
Journal of the Southwest 50 (Winter 2008).
Jordanova, History in Practice, 189.
Ibid., 86.
Topolski, Methodology of History, 223.
Jordanova, History in Practice, 29-30.
Deni J. Seymour, "Evaluating Eyewitness Accounts of Native Peoples along the
Coronado Trail from the International Border to Cfbola: The Dynamics of Sobafpuri
Settlement in the Eastern Pimeria Alta," (unpublished paper); and Seymour, "Father Kino's 'Neat Little House and Church' at Guevavi."
Hockett, The Critical Method in Historical Research and Writing, 5.
Heller, A Theory of History, 149·
Chang, Rethinking Archaeology, ix; Lewis R. Binford, "Archaeology as Anthropology," American Antiquity 28, no. 2 (1962): 217-25; Lewis R. Binford, '''Red Ocher'
Caches from the Michigan Area: A Possible Case of Cultural Drift," Southwestern
Journal of Anthropology 19 (spring 1963): 89-108; and Lewis R. Binford, "Some
Comments on Historical versus Processual Archaeology," Southwestern Journal of
Anthropology 24 (autumn 1963): 267-75.
Robert C. Dunnell, Systematics in Prehistory (New York: Free Press, 1971); Robert
C. Dunnell, "Style and Function: A Fundamental Dichotomy," American Antiquity
43, no. 2 (1978): 192-202; Robert C. Dunnell, "Evolutionary Theory and Archaeology," in vol. 3 of Advances in Archaeological Method and Theory, 10 vols., ed. Michael
B. Schiffer (New York: Academic Press, 1980), 35-99; and Robert C. Dunnell, "Science, Social Science, and Common Sense: The Agonizing Dilemma of Modern
Archaeology," Journal ofAnthropological Research 38 (spring 1982): 1-25.
Hodder, "Archaeology as a Discontinuous Domain," 5; Hole and Heizer, Prehistoric Archaeology, 11, 16-25, 245ff; Willey and Phillips, Method and Theory, 4; and
Willey and Sabloff, A History of American Archaeology, 249. These are starting
points. The massive undertaking of exploring the citations they contain would still
provide only a sample of the larger discussion.
The hypothetico-deductive approach, developed by Popper in opposition to logical positivism, begins with theories which are seen as tentative formulations on
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how the universe operates, derives hypotheses from those theories, and then tests
the hypotheses against the sensible world by looking for countervailing cases. In
this approach, hypotheses can be disconfirmed with a questioning of theories from
which they are derived, but no series of failures to disconfirm can ever be taken as
final confirmation.
52. Hole and Heizer, Prehistoric Archaeology, 354-57; Willey and Sabloff, A History of
American Archaeology, 1-2, 195-96, 205-11; and Dean J. Saitta, "The Poverty of
Philosophy in Archaeology," in Archaeological Hammers and Theories, ed. James
A. Moore and Arthur S. Keene, Studies in Archaeology Series (New York: Academy Press, 1983), 300-304.
53. Hole and Heizer, Prehistoric Archaeology, 81-82; and Moore and Keene, "Archaeology and the Law of the Hammer," 10-1I.
54. Benson, Toward the Scientific Study of History, 82, 192-93, 226-29; Heller, A Theory
of History, 118-21, 41, 159-60, 191; Elizabeth A. Clark, History, Theory, Text: Historians and the Linguistic Tum (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2004),
5; Jordanova, History in Practice, 78-79; Topolski, Methodology ofHistory, 362-64;
and Dipesh Chakrabarty, "Postcoloniality and the Artifice of History: Who Speaks
for 'Indian' Pasts?" Representations 37 (winter 1992): 3.
55. Toews, "Perspectives on 'The Old History and the New,''' 639; Lawrence Levine,
"The Unpredictable Past: Reflections on RecentAmerican Historiography," American Historical Review 94, no. 3 (1989): 671; Jordanova, History in Practice, 62, 100;
Benson, Toward the Scientific Study of History, 79, lll; Hobsbawm, On History,
194-95,206-7; Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century, 8; Heller, A Theory
of History, 166; and Topolski, Methodology of History, 131-32.

56. Topolski, Methodology of History, 3, 31-33> 54-55, 64, 175-76, 338; Theodore S.
Hamerow, Reflections on History and Historians (Madison: University of Wiseonsin Press, 1987), 654; Benson, Toward the Scientific Study of History, 149, 196-97;
Hobsbawm, On History, 18, 126, 205, 229-30, 274-75; Heller, A Theory of History,
93-97; and Clark, History, Theory, Text, 4-10.
57· Topolski, Methodology of History, 116, 124-29, 31I.
58. Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century, 106; Moore and Keene, "Archaeology and the Law of the Hammer"; and Willey and Sabloff, A History ofAmerican
Archaeology, 190-93.
59· Jordanova, History in Practice, 95-96, 103-4, lll, 122-24; Hockett, The Critical
Method in Historical Research and Writing, 44-49, 63-68, 177; Crane, "Writing
the Individual Back into Collective Memory," 1382-83; Heller, A Theory ofHistory,
107-12, 172"""'77; Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century, 13; Steven Shapin,
Simon Schaffer, and Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan and the Air-Pump: Hobbes, Boyle,
and the Experimental Life: Including a Translation of Thomas Hobbes, "Dialogus
Physicus de Natura Aeris" by Simon Schaffer (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1985), 23; Topolski, Methodology of History, 248, 345, 382; and Hobsbawm,
On History, 242·
60. Hockett, The Critical Method in Historical Research and Writing, 30. This is also a
general impression derived from examining more than two hundred reviews of
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historical works published in American Historical Review, Ethnohistory, American
Anthropologist, American Antiquity, and several other journals.
61. Toews, "Perspectives on 'The Old History and the New,''' 697; Jordanova, History
in Practice, 28, 46, 71, 102-3; Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century, 3637,79,103-4, 144-45; Heller, A Theory of History, 168; Benson, Toward the Scientific Study of History, 99; Topolski, Methodology ofHistory, 34, 108, 114-18, 136-40,
179; Clark, History, Theory, Text, 29; Michael Geyer and Charles Bright, "World
History in a Global Age," American Historical Review 100, no. 4 (1995): 1036; Gyan
Prakash, "Subaltern Studies as Postcolonial Criticism," American Historical Review 99, no. 5 (1994): 1490; and Hobsbawm, On History, 186.
62. Grand schemes of Arnold Toynbee, Oswald Spengler, Vere Gordon Childe, and
Karl Wittfogel have caught the attention of archaeologists and anthropologists. See
Hole and Heizer, Prehistoric Archaeology, 345-51; Willey and Phillips, Method and
Theory, 3-10,47-48; Willey and Sabloff, A History of American Archaeology, 181;
and Marvin Harris, The Rise of Anthropological Theory: A History of Theories of
Culture (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1968), 108-216.
63. Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century, 31-33, 1°9-10. The reviews mentioned in note 59 also apply here.
64. Jordanova, History in Practice, 202.
65. Topolski, Methodology of History, 69·
66. Hockett, The Critical Method in Historical Research and Writing, 85; and Jordanova,
History in Practice, 18-19.
67. Jordanova, History in Practice, 172, 186.
68. Jordanova, History in Practice, 15-17, 172-73; and Joan Wallach Scott, "History in Crisis? The Others' Side of the Story," American Historical Review 94, no. 3 (1989): 682.
69. Jordanova, History in Practice, 63, 172-77, 186, 193; Hockett, The Critical Method in
Historical Research and Writing, 135-36; and Topolski, Methodology of History, 40.
70. Elizabeth A. H. John, Storms Brewed in Other Men's Worlds: The Confrontation of
Indians, Spanish, and French in the Southwest, 1540-1795, 2d ed. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1996); John L. Kessell, Kiva, Cross, and Crown: The
Pecos Indians and New Mexico, 1540-1840 (1979; repr., Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1987); Frances Levine, Our Prayers Are in This Place: Pecos
Pueblo Identity over the Centuries (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1999); Carroll L. Riley, The Frontier People: The Greater Southwest in the
Protohistoric Period, rev. ed. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987);
Alfred V. Kidder, An Introduction to the Study of Southwestern Archaeology with a

Preliminary Account of the Excavations at Pecos (1924; repr., New Haven, Conn.:
Yale University Press, 1962); and Charles C. Di Peso, The Upper Pima of San

Cayetano del Tumacacori: An Archaeohistorical Reconstruction of the Ootam of
Pimeria Alta, Amerind Foundation Publication, no. 7 (Dragoon, Ariz.: Amerind
Foundation, 1956). I am indebted to Durwood Ball, the editor of the New Mexico
Historical Review, for his helpful suggestions in selecting these examples.
71. The selection of archaeologist Alfred V. Kidder is justified because his work is
classic and his offenses against historians' sensibilities are patently obvious. Many
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others could have served the same purpose as Charles C. Di Peso, including Albert
Schroeder, David Brugge, David Thomas, and Deni J. Seymour, but Di Peso has
primacy as a pioneer.
72. The word forensic is employed in this essay as a shorthand for the application of
archaeological methods and archaeologically derived data to address questions about
the past, especially to supplement or correct information from documentary sources.
This term is not standard in archaeological usage, although the concept of forensic
examination underpins nearly all aspects of the archaeologist's practice. If one
understands forensic examination to mean the application of science-based techniques to generate physical evidence used to answer questions raised in courts or in
other public forums, the usage here is extended to substitute questions about the
past for questions oflaw or policy. According to a dictionary, the definition of forensic is "involving the application of scientific, esp. medical knowledge to legal matters." Webster's New World Compact School and Office Dictionary, 4th ed., s.v.
"forensic." We may substitute "archaeological" for "scientific" and "historical" for
"legal" and the definition would fit the usage here.
73· Both Elizabeth John and John Kessell wrote narratives that include a strong element
of pure chronicle; it would be tempting to analyze their work using the literary model
that Hayden White proposed in Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe. This approach to analysis, however, would not assist in understanding communication problems between historians and archaeologists.
74· John, Storms, xx, 61ff.
75. See Lightfoot, "Culture Contact Studies," 204- The archaeological record of contact-period settlements makes it abundantly clear that the ethnographic present
was not the case. Lightfoot discusses this problem in detail and provides references
and examples. This issue is also discussed in Seymour, "Delicate Diplomacy on a
Restless Frontier."
76. See Deni 1. Seymour, Conquest and Concealment: After the El Paso Phase on Fort
Bliss, an Archaeological Study of the Manso, Suma, and Early Apache (El Paso,
Tex.: Lone Mountain Archaeological Services, 2002) and its extensive bibliography of work on nonsedentary groups in New Mexico and West Texas.
77· Kessell, Kiva, Cross, and Crown, 22-23, lll; Albert H. Schroeder, "A Reanalysis of
the Routes of Coronado and Onate into the Plains in 1541 and 1601," Plains Anthropologist 7, no. 15 (1962): 2-23; Waldo Rudolph Wedel, An Introduction to Kansas

Archaeology: With Description ofSkeletal Remains from Doniphan and Scott Counties, Kansas, by T. D. Stewart, Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin no. 174
(Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1959); and Alfred V. Kidder, The Artifacts of Pecos, Papers of the Southwestern Expedition, no. 6 (New Haven, Conn.:
Yale University Press, 1932).
78. Kessell, Kiva, Cross, and Crown, 138; and France V. Scholes, Troublous Times in
New Mexico, 1659-1670, Historical Society of New Mexico Publications in History, no. 11 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1942)'
79. Levine, Our Prayers Are in This Place, xvi, xix; and Fredrik Barth, ed., Ethnic Groups
and Boundaries: The Social Organization ofCultural Difference, Little, Brown Series
of Anthropology (Boston: Little, Brown, 1969)'
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80. Gaspar Castano de Sosa was lieutenant governor of Nuevo Leon when he determined in 1590 to colonize New Mexico, contravening the regulations of 1573 and a
direct order from Viceroy Marques de Villamanrique. He led an expedition of about
two hundred persons out of Nuevo Leon on 27 July 1590 and reached Pecos Pueblo at
the end of the year. Levine, Our Prayers Are in This Place, 15, 40; A Colony on the
Move: Gaspar Castano de Sosa's Journal: 1590-1591, annot. Albert H: Schroeder and
trans. Dan S. Matson (Santa Fe: School of American Research, 1965).
81. Kidder, Introduction to the Study of Southwestern Archaeology; Alfred V. Kidder,
The Pottery of Pecos, vol. 1, Papers of the Southwestern Expedition, no. 7 (New
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1931); Alfred V. Kidder, Pecos, New Mexico:
Archaeological Notes, Papers of the Robert S. Peabody Foundation for Archaeology, no. 5 (Andover, Mass.: Phillips Acaderny, 1958); and Levine, Our Prayers Are

in This Place, xx, 42-43, 46, 56-57·
82. Levine, Our Prayers Are in This Place, xx.
83· Ibid., 6,46, 58.
84· Ibid., 57,89-9°.
85· Ibid., 69-70'
86. Alden C. Hayes, The Four Churches of Pecos (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1974)'
87. Richard I. Ford, Albert H. Schroeder, and Stewart L. Peckham, "Three Perspectives on Puebloan Prehistory," in New Perspectives on the Pueblos, ed. Alfonso Ortiz,
School of American Research Advanced Seminar Series (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1972); and Levine, Our Prayers Are in This Place, 76.
88. Levine, Our Prayers Are in This Place, 36-38.
89. E[arnest]. A[lbert]. Hooton, The Indians of Pecos, A Study of Their Skeletal Re-

mains, Papers of the Phillips Academy Southwestern Expedition, no. 4 (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press for Phillips Academy, 1930).
90. Kidder cites seven separate works by Adolph F. Bandelier including his 1890 classic, The Delight Makers. His bibliography contains a single entry for Herbert Eugene Bolton, ed., The Spanish Exploration of the Southwest, 1542-1706, Original
Narratives of Early American History (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1916). He also
has only one entry for George Parker Winship, "The Coronado Expedition, 15401542," in Fourteenth Annual Report ofthe U.S. Bureau ofAmerican Ethnology, Part
1 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1896), 329-613.
91. See Willey and Sabloff, A History of American Archaeology, 83-129 for an extended discussion of the concept of culture area and its relationship to diffusion.

In sum a diffusionist interaction sphere is a concept prevalent in the culture area
approach introduced to anthropology by Franz Boas and his students. Archaeologists adopted it as their ruling paradigm from around the turn of the twentieth
century up to the 195os.
9 2. Riley, The Frontier People, 3.
93· Ibid., 82.
94· Ibid., 103, 109.
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95. Carroll Riley has two other works incorporating history and archaeology: Becoming Aztlan: Mesoamerican Influence in the Greater Southwest, AD 1200-1500 (Salt
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